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Abstract placement scheme under an initial workload may no

longer be the case in a later scenario [20]. Thus, dynamic
Contemporary disk arrays consist purely of hard disk data redistribution algorithms, which can intelligently

d7rives, which no7rmally p7rovide huge sto7rage capacities reallocate data across multiple disks to adapt to the
with low-cost and high-throughput for data-intensive changing workload pattern, become essential.
applications. Nevertheless, they have some inhenrent While high-performance is the only goal pursued by
disadvantages such as long access latencies, high annual traditional data placement and data redistribution
disk replacement rates, fragile physical characteristics, algorithms [6][13][20][23], modern data placement
and eneprgy-inefficiency due to their build-in mechanical strategies like SEA [25] also takes energy-efficiency into
and electronic mechanisms. Flash-memoiry based solid account as hard disks contribute a significant percentage
state disks, on the other hand, although currently more of total energy consumption in a computing infrastructure
expensive and inadequate in write cycles, offer much [17]. Although recent energy-aware data placement
faster aread accesses and are much more robust and approaches can noticeably save energy [25], the
energy efficient. To combine the complementary merits of improvement in energy conservation is limited due to the
hard disks and flash disks, in this paper we propose a inherent energy inefflciency of the underlying hard disk
hybrid disk array architecture named HIT (hybrid djsk drives. Unfortunately, contemporary disk arrays consist
storage) for data-intensive applications. Next, a dynamic purely of energy-inefficient hard disk drives. Hence, a
data redistribution strategy called PEARL (performance, novel storage architecture that not only offers high-
energy nd reliability balanced), which can pefriodically performance but also saves energy is needed.
redistribute data between flash and hard disks to adapt to Current flash memory assisted hard disk storage
the changing data access patterns, is developed on top of systems are mainly proposed to be applied in mobile
the HIT architecture. platforms like personal laptops [5][12] or embedded

systems [3]. Essentially, these flash memory and hard

1. Introduction disk mixed storage systems only take flash memory as an
extra layer of cache buffer [1][12]. However, we argue

Data placement problem or file assignment problem that flash memory is useful more than just an additional

(FAP), the problem of allocating data (e.g., a set of files) cache buffer. More precisely, flash memory based solid
onto multiple disks prior to serving I/O requests so that state disk (hereafter flash disk) is also well-suited for
some cost functions or performance metrics can be enterprise level applications, where performance, energy
optimized, has been extensively investigated in the past conservation, and disk reliability need to be taken into

years [6][13][23][24][25]. The principle idea of dynamic account simultaneously [3].
dtalgorithms is to use historic information Flash disks have the following apparent advantages,

data~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~plcmn which make them ideal storage devices for enterpriseof arrived files and their recorded access characteristics to
make a good allocation for each arriving file so that load applications. First, they inherently consume much less

balancing among multiple disks can be maintained, energy than mechanical mechanism based hard disks [3].
Second, because of their solid state design they are free ofHowever, data placement algorithms alone are mehnclmvmet,adtu,.aeehne

insufficient to retain load balancing because the access reliabi [1. Third, the oe uchase rancdo
pattern of a file system might change over a long-term raccesty elimintg necy see tm e delasrando

.. ~~~~access by eliminating unnecessary seek time delays andperiod [19]. Consequently, an originally good data r -r Irl01r-----._--_
perid [1]. onseuenty, n orginaly ood ata rotation latencies [10][11][18]. The main concerns on

current flash disks are their considerably higher prices,
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[14]. Therefore, it is wise to integrate small capacity flash accuracy without actually implementing any dynamic file
disks with high capacity hard disk drives to form a hybrid access monitoring mechanisms. Even worse, the "known
disk array so that their complementary merits can be as a priori" assumption about workload parameters is
benefited by enterprise applications. To this end, we against the spirit of dynamic data allocation and
propose a novel, hybrid disk storage architecture (HIT) reallocation, where such workload characteristics can not
for next generation server-class disk arrays (see Fig. 1). be obtained in advance. Therefore, a new data allocation
Clearly, the HIT architecture can readily outperform and reallocation (redistribution) strategy without the
traditional hard disk arrays in energy conservation. As for limitations mentioned above is needed to fully address the
performance and reliability, novel data management challenging dynamic data reorganization problem.
software are needed to judiciously utilize the Presently flash memory is only used as extra cache
complementary merits of flash disk and hard disk so that buffer [1][5][12]. For example, a hybrid hard disk model,
storage systems for data intensive-applications like OLTP which embeds flash memory chips into a hard disk to
(online transaction processing) can achieve a high make a hybrid disk, was proposed by Microsoft [15]. It
performance and reliability level. takes flash memory as on-board memory buffers. Another

In this paper we restudy dynamic data redistribution typical example is SmartSaver, a disk energy-saving
problem in the context of the new HIT architecture. An scheme for a mobile computer proposed by Chen et al.
innovative dynamic data redistribution strategy called [5]. Their scheme uses the flash drive as a standby buffer
PEARL (performance, energy, and reliability balanced), for caching and prefetching data. Kim et al. extended the
which periodically redistributes a set of data based on usage of flash memory device by developing an energy-
their access characteristics and the distinct features of efficient file placement technique named PB-PDC
hard disk and flash disk, is developed on top of the HIT (pattern-based PDC) [12], which adapts the existing PDC
architecture. Considering data access characteristics and (Popular Data Concentration) algorithm [16] by
features of different types of disks (flash or hard), the separating read and write I/O requests. PB-PDC locates
PEARL strategy intelligently redistributes data to its right all read-only data upon a flash drive while puts all rest
place (a flash disk or a hard disk) where the requests data on a hard disk. Still, the PB-PDC technique only
targeting on it can be most efficiently served. concentrated on one flash drive with a single hard disk in

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the a mobile laptop computing environment. In addition, it
next section we briefly introduce the related work and the did not take changing workload patterns into account.
motivation of this study. Section 3 presents the HIT The PEARL strategy first divides the hard disk array
architecture. The PEARL strategy and its overhead into multiple zones. Each zone contains the same number
analysis are provided in Section 4. In Section 5 we of blocks and each block is 512 bytes. It then monitors
evaluate performance of PEARL based on three real- the access patterns of each zone. Data can be dynamically
world traces. Section 6 concludes the paper with created or deleted. In addition, the access pattern of each
summary and future directions. zone could vary over time. Initially, all data including

newly created ones are distributed across the hard disk
2. Related work and our idea array in RAID-X manner (e.g., X could be 0 or 5, see Fig.

1). At the end of each epoch, after obtaining statistics of
Compared with numerous static data placement each zone's access pattern, PEARL first separates all

algorithms [6][13][24][25], only very few investigations zones into three categories: write-excessive, read-
on dynamic data allocation and redistribution (or exclusive, and read-write. If the write frequency of a zone
reallocation) problem [2] [20] have been accomplished. exceeds the flash disk write cycle threshold value, it will
Scheuermann et al. proposed an array of heuristic be defined as a write-excessive zone and will stay on the
algorithms for dynamic data redistribution by taking hard disk array. All zones that do not belong to the write-
access pattern changes into consideration [20]. The basic excessive category will be further divided into two
idea of their algorithms is to minimize the queuing delays groups: read-exclusive and read-write. Zones with both
by distributing the load across the disks as evenly as read and write accesses are in the read-write group,
possible and by selectively redistributing the load whereas zones with read only accesses go into the read-
dynamically by "disk-cooling". However, all of their exclusive group. Next, PEARL selects a set of zones that
algorithms bear the following two major limitations [20]. are appropriate for being allocated on the flash disk array
First, they assume that all of the sub-requests are from the read-exclusive and the read-write groups based
uniformly distributed among the disks, which obviously on each zone's popularity and performance-energy trade-
contradicts the fact that real workloads generally exhibit off parameter (Eq. 5). And then it reallocates these zones
skewed access frequencies [13][19]. Second, their onto the flash disks. When data access pattern changes,
approaches just assume that the relevant workload PEARL redistributes zones between the flash disk array
parameters a priori can be estimated with sufficient and the hard disk array accordingly.
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Figure 1. The HIT (hybrid disk storage) architecture.
is then allocated onto its favorite disk array so that the

3. The HIT architecture complementary merits of flash disks and hard disks can
be mostly utilized while their respective disadvantages

The HIT architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. Each flash can be avoided. It is understood that read-exclusive data
disk cooperates with a hard disk through a dedicated is suitable for flash disks as they don't contribute any
high-bandwidth connection to compose a flash-hard disk erasure cycles. Further, accessing the read-exclusive data
pair, where load balancing can be achieved. Meanwhile, on flash disk can significantly save energy and gain
both the hard disk and the flash disk are directly attached potential performance enhancement due to no seek time
to the system bus. All hard disks are organized in a RAID and rotation latency any more. Similarly, write-excessive
structure like RAID-0. The hard disk array plus its data is more appropriate for hard disks where erasure
associated flash disks construct a hybrid disk array. Note cycle limitation doesn't apply. The most difficult task for
that the number of flash disks and the number of hard a data redistribution strategy is to decide where some
disks are not necessarily equal. In our implementation, we read-write popular zones should go. Unlike existing
adopt a one-to-one configuration because it makes data conservative algorithms such as PB-PDC [12], which
redistribution between the hard disk array and the flash immediately puts all read-write data onto hard disks to
disks simple (see Fig. 2). avoid any write cycles on flash disk, PEARL adopts a

Since all flash disks are emulated as hard disks, from more open attitude and makes a smart decision based on a
the hybrid disk array controller point of view, there exist good trade-off between performance and energy saving.
two groups of same type disks in the hybrid disk array. Fig. 2 shows an illustrative example of data
Within the hybrid disk array controller, some data redistribution between hard disks and flash disks using
management modules like PEARL are implemented to the PEARL strategy. Assume that there are only two hard
manage data across the hybrid disk array and the disks and two flash disks in the hybrid disk array (see Fig.
controller caches. The hybrid disk array controller is 1). Further, assume that the capacity of a flash disk is only
connected to the storage server host through the host half of that of a hard disk. Initially, data was allocated
channel. Note that multiple hybrid disk arrays each with across the hard disk array in some RAID structure and the
its own disk array controller can be connected with the flash disks are empty. PEARL divides the hard disk array
storage server processor simultaneously. The PEARL into 4 zones and the size of each zone is 12 blocks. Each
strategy consists of five modules, Data Placement block is 512 bytes and has its LBA (Logical Block
Initializer (DPI), Redistribution Table Generator (RTG), Address). Note that the extremely small size of a zone
Data Re-Organizer (DRO), Access Monitor (AM), and and the unrealistic small capacity of a disk in this
Disk Space Manager (DSM). example are for illustration. While the hard disk array was

logically divided into 4 equal size zones, the flash disk

4. The PEARL strategy array was partitioned into 2 same size zones as well.
Immediately after the time instance 0, the access monitor
(AM) starts to monitor the popularity (in terms of number

4.1. How it works? of accesses) for each zone on the hard disk array. Assume
that Zone 2 and Zone 3 are the hottest zones during the
first epoch and they are allflash-favorite. Thus, at the end

The PEARL strategy judiciously yet dynamically of the first epoch, the reorganization table generator
designates each zone as either flash-favorite or hard- (RTG) module generates a data reorganization table
favo7rite based on its I/O access characteristics. Each zone (DRT) and hands it to the data re-organizer (DRO), which
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subsequent accesses targeting on the data of the two mstf = [(r.T lIs ) * (bll rf) + (w T, Is ) * (bll wzf )]l[(ri + w )T, Is ]
migrated zones will be directed to the flash disk arrayHD /e + w

e) r w e2during the second epoch. Similarly, at the end of the =[shr *rT ±wT)/[s p* ±T/ (4)
second epoch, AM discovers that the hottest 2 zones Hence, theperformancegainpgiinte sofmeanservice
change from (Zone2, Zone3) to (Zone2, Zone4). As a time reduction ratioofzoneziisdefnedinEq. 3.
result, DROfnrst dumps data in Zone3 back to the hard Pgi =mstehIMSti/
disk array, and then, transfers data in Zone 4 to the flash v (SK + RT+bll h)(ri+ws)t Sbi(rilarl +wiAw)
dsk array. By pertodically updateng popular flash-favornte Formaceadegration allowed, whih s lo
data in the flash disk array, PEARL dynamically separates) cornsta alhu ,we need toadministrato it ertta numbere iodata onto two disk arrays so that requests can be serveda
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of a block in zone zi in one epoch if it is stored in the hard
4.2. System models disk array, and ecits the energy consumption of the

block in zone zi in one epochisat is in the flash disk
The set of zones is represented as Z = zs, .a, zi, darray.

Zm}. The flash disk array is modeled as FD = {fdl, ...................,fdj,egi =eCIec-.

I.fdn}, whereas the hard disk array is denoted by HD l i l

= {hdi, .., hdj, . .., hdn }. Let bl denote the size of a block = mt,h*ph * (riTe+ WiTe)Si1Ml ]l[ss r*(rT ie)ls 4
in Mbyte and it is assumed to be a constant in the system. = (Ms CPh (( 2h46st0 ) * pf
A zone zi (zi E Z) is modeled as a set of rational

t

parameters, i.e., zi = (si, ri, wi), where si iS the zone's size
Th efrmneeerg rai

(eg zone( z- is deie (5)
in terms of number of blocks, ri iS the zone's read access

per = le-1( -pi 5

rate (1/second), and wi is the zone's write access rate PER represents the perfonmance energy ratio threshold
(1/second). Each hard disk's transfer rate is thvalue set by administrator. Similarly, PDA is the
(Mbyte/second). Its active energy consumption rate and pe7rfo7rmance deg7radation allowed, which is also a
idle energy consumption rate are ph(Watts) and ih (Watts), constant value set by administrator. The total number of
respectively. Similarly, each flash disk is modeled as fd,- write cycles of a flash disk is a constant WC, which is

(f,wf,pt if,her rfisitsred rte Mbte/ecnd) wIs assumed to be I million in our simulation experiments.
time ofa block ofdtsn zonearate(Mbyte/second), disk is Besides, DYrepresents the duration years of a flash diskconsumpiteo rate (Mbytets),cand pf is its acidle energy andwe setDYas 5 years in Section 5. As a result, WCPS
consumption rate (Watts).,I andditisniSK idenoes eneragy (write cycles per second) that is allowed by a flash disk is
seeking time of a hard disk and RT represents average define in

(WC/DYas36 24elow. 0 6rotation latency of a hard disk. The time span of one

mstih~~~SK+T+blt
II()Il +



I/O Requests Table 1. A sample PLT table.

Zone ID No. of Reads (R) No. of Writes (W) Place (P)
Start 1 n0 0 g0-DPIA,,,jj,M10 1 206 0 1

2 0 119 0
Iil Nnnn l RTG1PLT3 452 37 1DRT PL

................

m x Y 0

| DRO |UPalltllelllllllll destinations. During the data redistribution process, DRO
consults to the DSM (disk space manager), which is

II111 responsible for managing both disk space for hard disk
FFS~ I,.-DSM I FHs i array and flash disk array.Eh l )Based on the observations from real traces [19], the

popularity of a piece of data either gradually changes or
Figure 3. The PEARL strategy. almost keeps constant. Therefore, it is feasible for

rli of zone zi if it is stored on the flash disk array can be 1. Sort all zones in PLT into a list Z in descending order of
their no. of reads R at the end of each epochcomputed by 2. Create a blank DRT (Data Re-Distribution Table) table

rli =1,if W > WCPS (7) 3. Initializeflash_room as the flash disk array capacity
i LO, otherwise 4. for each zone zi starting from the first one in Z do

The request set is R = fri, rk ..., r,}.Each request is 5. case (R= = 0) and (W= = 0)
modeled as rk = (lbab lenb ab t), where ibak is the 6. Tag zi as a hard-favorite zone
starting logical block address, lenk iS the number of bytes 7. case (R== 0) and (W> 0)
that the request accesses, ak iS the arrival time of request 8. Tag zi as a hard- favorite zone

rk, tk is the type of the request rk and it can be "r", w 9. TageWi0and(rite zone, , , 10. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TagZias aflash- favorite zn
"c", and "d' representing "read", "write", "create", and 11. case (R> 0) and (W> 0)
"delete", respectively. 12. Use Eq. 7 to compute its reliability loss rli

13. if r1i==
4.3. Implementations 14. Tag zi as a hard- favorite zone

15. else

The PEARL strategy consists of five modules that 16. Use Eq. 3 to compute its pgi
coordinate with each other via four data structures: 17. case pgi > 1
popularity and location table (PLT), data redistribution 18. Tag zi as a flash- favorite zone

table (DRT), free flash-disk space array (FFS), and free 19. case(1-PDA)4<=pgi<=1
hard-disk space array (FHS) (see Fig. 3). 21. if egi> 1

At the beginning, all data is striped across the hard 22. UseEq.5 tocalculate itsper|
disk array in some RAID fashion. Dynamically created 23. if peri> = PER
files are also distributed initially across the hard disk 24. Tag zi as a flash- favorite zone
array. PEARL first starts the DPI (data placement 25. else
initializer) module, which creates PLT table for later use. 26. Tag zi as a hard- favorite zone
After the hybrid disk array begins to serve I/O requests, 27. end if
PEARL launches the AM process to record each zone's 28. else
popularity in terms of number of accesses within one 29. Tag zi as a hard- favorite zone
epoch in the PLT table (see Fig. 3). The PLT table, which 30. end if
contains the latest popularity information of each zone 31. case pgi < (1-PDA)

32. Tag Zi as a hard- favorite zoneIand its location (flash or hard), will be used later by the 33. end if
RTG module (see Fig. 4) to generate the DRT table. A 34. if (flash_room - si) >==0
sample table of PLT is given in Table 1. For example, 35. flash-room =flash-room -si
zone3 has 452 read accesses and 37 write accesses during 36. else
one epoch and its current location is on the flash disk 37. Exit
array. After labeling all popular zones, RTG generates the 38. end if
DRT table, which lists all zones that need to be 39. end for
reallocated between the hard disk array and the flash disk 35. Generate DRT based on PLT and the new tags
array. Guided by the DRT table, the DRO module
reallocates all zones in the DRT table to their favorite Figure 4. The RTG module.



PEARL to use the most recent access statistics of a zone 3.43 watts and 1.91 watts, respectively. The number of
to predict its next epoch data access pattern in a dynamic flash disk is always equal to the number of hard disk and
I/O workload scenario. Obviously, data redistribution is it varies in the range (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16) with 8 as the
achieved at the cost of both performance degradation and default value. The default length of an epoch is set to
extra energy consumption. Fortunately, PEARL only 1000 seconds. The block size bl is set to 512 bytes. The
needs to re-distribute a small portion of popular zones at default zone size is 10 Mbytes. The performance metrics
the end of each epoch due to the smooth changes in data include mean response time (average response time of all
access pattern. Also, to reduce the overhead associated file access requests submitted to the hybrid disk array),
with data redistribution, PEARL confines the time span of energy consumption (energy consumed by the hybrid disk
each epoch so that frequent data reallocation can be array during the process of serving the entire request set),
avoided. Due to the space limit, we only present the RTG and write cycles per block (the number of writes per
module (see Fig. 4). PEARL has to pay extra data block on one flash disk during one day).
reallocation time and energy consumption caused by data We evaluate the PEARL and the PB-PDC algorithms
redistribution at the end of each epoch. In the worst-case by running trace-driven simulations over three real-life
of our trace-driven simulations when using the Financial2 traces: Financial 1, Financial 2, and WebSearchl, which
trace, we observed that when a flash disk capacity is 4 have been widely used in the literature [21]. Financiall
GB, the total number of disks in each array is 6, and the and Financial2 were collected from requests to OLTP
length of an epoch is 1000 seconds, the total size of data applications at two large financial institutions.
that swaps between the hard disk array and the flash disk WebSearchl is an I/O trace from a popular search engine
array is 40 MB. Hence, the file redistribution time in each [21]. Since the simulation times in our experiments are
epoch is around 2.06 seconds and the energy overhead much shorter compared with the time spans of the traces,
caused by reallocation is only around 22.34 joules. we truncate each trace such that only the first 500,000 I/O

requests are included. The statistics of each trace are
5. Performance evaluation listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The statistics of the traces.

5.1. Experimental setup
Parameter Financial 1 Financial 2 WebSearchl

We developed an execution-driven simulator that Reads 370658 411344 499900
models a hybrid disk array, which has one hard disk array Writes 129342 88656 100
and one flash disk array. For hard disk, we use the Length (sec.) 5450 3950 1500
parameters of the Seagate Cheetah 15K.4 73.4 GB [4]. Ave. size (bytes) 5359.2 2314.8 15402
For flash disk, we adopt the specifications of the Adtron Ave. inter-arrival 10.9 7.9 3
A25FB-20 Flashpak with capacity varying from 4 GB time (ms)
(default value) to 32 GB [22]. The average access time
for the hard disk is 6.2 msec. Its transfer rate is 77 5.2. Experimental results
MB/sec. The hard disk active power and idle power are
17 watts and 11.9 watts, respectively. The read speed of The first group of experiments was conducted to study
the flash disk is 78 MB/sec and its write speed is 47 the impact of flash disk capacity on the performance and
MB/sec. The flash disk active power and idle power are energy consumption of the two algorithms (Fig. 5). In the
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Figure 5. A comparison between the two algorithms in terms of flash disk capacity.
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Financial 1 trace simulations, an average improvement of (Fig. 7), which is far below 544 write cycles per day, the
29.1% in mean response time and 22.3% in energy threshold write cycle value of a flash disk with total 1
consumption were observed by PEARL over PB-PDC million write cycles and 5 years warranty. Thus, the
(Fig. 5). In the Financial 2 trace experiments, PEARL impact of PEARL on flash disk reliability can be safely
achieves an average improvement of 41.2% in mean omitted.
response time and 23.8% in energy consumption.
However, when using the WebSearchl trace, there is no 6. Conclusions
obvious difference between PEARL and PB-PDC because
the I/O requests are extremely read-dominant (99.98%). Dynamic data allocation and reallocation
As a result, PEARL and PB-PDC allocate the same data (redistribution) problem has been largely investigated in
sets onto flash disks. The second group of experiments the past years [2][13][20][23]. The only goal for existing
tests the scalability of the two algorithms by varying disk algorithms such as HP (Hybrid Partition) [13], C-V (Cool
number from 6 to 16 (see Fig. 6). As we can see that Vanilla) [23], and HB (Simple Heat Balancing) [23] is to
PEARL consistently outperforms PB-PDC in both mean improve performance in terms of mean response time.
response time and energy consumption. More Nowadays, however, energy consumption becomes a
importantly, PEARL scales well in terms of performance. severe concern in data-intensive applications like OLTP.
It is understood that energy consumption becomes higher Thus, modem dynamic data allocation and redistribution
as the number of disks increases (see Fig. 6). The last strategies need to be both performance-driven and
group of experiments examines the reliability impact energy-aware. Unfortunately, traditional pure hard disk
caused by the PEARL strategy. Since PB-PDC does not based disk arrays provide little room for researchers to
allocate any data that has write requests onto the flash amend current algorithms to be energy-efficient.
disk, it has no negative effect on flash disk write cycles. Therefore, a new energy-efficient disk storage system is
Therefore, we only record maximal, mean, and standard greatly needed. To this purpose, we propose a hybrid disk
deviation of write cycles per block in one day for array architecture named HIT (hybrid djsk storage),
PEARL. In the worst-case (Financial 2), PEARL results which combines the complementary merits of hard disks
in only less than 20 write cycles per block within one day
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Figure 7. The write cycles per block within one day caused by the PEARL strategy.
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